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Abstract  

Hakkas from Meizhou who migrated to Calcutta established successful businesses, and then, in the 1970s to 
the 1990s, moved on to settle in Vienna (and Toronto). Practicing a closed-group life both in Vienna and across 
continents, the Hakkas preserved their language and culture while adapting both to India and Austria in various 
ways. 

In a series of open interviews with Vienna-based Hakkas, questions of identity and the preservation of a 
minority culture are raised. In dependence to age, the consultants have very different personal identities behind 
a shared social identity of being ‘Indian Hakkas,’ which is, however, mostly borne out of practical considerations 
of mutual support and certain cultural practices. As migrants, they can profit from close friendship and loyalty 
between group members, sharing the same professions, marrying inside the group, and speaking their own 
language. Questions of identity are mostly relevant for the younger generation which has to deal with a 
confusingly layered familial identity.  

Keywords: Migration, identity, language and migration, Calcutta Hakkas, Austrian Hakkas 

 

Background 

Migration, Language and Identity 

Identity emerges between the individual and society; identity types are elements of social reality (Berger and 
Luckmann 1991 [1967]: 195). An identity is a construct of the individual on the basis of self-perception under 
the impression of the perception of others, a self-categorisation through social comparison; it is displayed by the 
roles played in interaction with social norms. A social identity is a person’s knowledge that they belong to a 
social category or group (Hogg and Abrams 1988); people may experience (and construe) social identities, such 
as a racial identity (cf. Tajfel and Turner 1986) which has to do with inalienable physical characteristics on which 
similarity comparisons are based, or an ethnic identity3 which can be defined as representing a person’s sense of 
himself as a member of a particular ancestry (cf. Stets and Serpe 2013), or a religious identity, and so on. 

 
3 For an extensive discussion of the concepts of ethnicity and race, cf., e.g., Spencer 2006. This paper will use the term ʻethnicʼ for 
ʻcultural group,ʼ and ʻracialʼ for the difference in physical appearance between Chinese, Indians and Austrians. 
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Identity creates congruence with an ingroup and difference with an outgroup. Inevitably, personal identities 
are complex and contradictory; for instance, a person may self-categorise as ‘member of an ethnic group’ (and 
subgroups), ‘speaker of a language,’ ‘family member,’ ‘citizen,’ ‘cook.’ Parts of sub-identities may conflict with 
each other, as the roles to be played for these identities may conflict or interfere with each other. Markers for 
self-categorisation and social comparison are race, ethnicity, language, customs, habits, preferences, etc. 

In multiethnic societies, i.e., societies with more than one commonly shared social construction of reality, 
these complex interactions become more visible for the participants in their social interactions. Migration accen-
tuates social identities by comparison of in-groups with out-groups. 

Chinese Migration 

Ethnic Chinese people, under population pressure, poverty and rebellions in their home country, and with an 
outlook for new opportunities abroad, have continually emigrated to other countries (cf. Wang 1991), stabilised 
since Zheng He’s travels (1405-1433), with South-East Asia (南洋 Nányáng, lit. ‘southern foreign countries’) 
being the main destination (Li and Li 2013; Leo 2015; Carstens 2018). There are different identities of overseas 
Chinese independence of the time and the circumstances of their settlement, such as the peranakan, or 
(sometimes powerful) associations of Chinese migrants. Under colonial rule (after 1850), Chinese merchants 
(Baba Nyonyas, Strait Chinese) as well as Chinese labourers, came to British-administrated places such as 
Malaya in even greater numbers. The migrants maintained contact with their homeland, and organised 
themselves in clan associations (huiguan or tongxianghui); their identification with China was strong prior to 
WW2. When the former colonies gained independence, a new nationalism of majority ethnic groups arose and 
often considered the minoritarian Chinese as second-class citizens, which over time created incentives for new 
migrations. South-East Asian ethnic Chinese employed study and work migration to Europe, Australia or North 
America, which led to the arising of families spread over different continents whose members would travel back 
and forth for business and family reunions (cf. van Dongen and Liu 2018). This new globalised migration and 
increased mobility poses entirely new questions of identity, as many of the social categories cannot be 
maintained. 

The Hakkas 

One of the groups known for their high migratory mobility are the Hakkas (客家, lit. ʻguest people;ʼ cf. Leo 
2015) from the mountainous regions between Guangdong and Fujian, i.e., in a peripheral area between the 
large geographic, economic and cultural centres (cf. Skinner 1997). While their origins are not known in detail, 
their ancestors seemed to have moved there from the north of China in various migration waves (Cohen 1968; 
Mong 1980; Leong 1997), settling in a region inhabited by the Shē (畲) minority which is also speaking the 
Hakka language today. 4 Apart from a possible partial mixing with Shē, the Hakkas are a cultural and linguistic 
subgroup of the Hàn (汉) Chinese (cf. Zhang 2015: 2). Hakka women are known as hardworking in the fields, 
i.e., inside the confines of the property (cf. Leong 1997: 11),5 thereby liberating the men for work migration to 
urban centers, often occupying marginal economies, a strategy which often proved to be very successful. Inside 
of China, the Hakkas spread all over Guangdong and further, and sometimes clashed with the Cantonese in 
ethnic conflicts. It was concluded that it was from these conflicts that the ethnic self-consciousness of the Hakka 

 
4 Of ca. 709.000 Shē, only about 1000 still speak the 活聶 Huo Nte (Ch. huóniè) language (cf. Bradley 2007: 373). 
5  And again from the interviews: 女孩子很勤劳(CH)，知无，做家，外边男孩子就出去(CH) ‘[Hakka] girls are diligent, understand? 

Manage the household well, the boys go outside.’ 
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developed (Leong 1997). Their peculiar name 客家 Hakka (Ch. kèjiā; ‘guest families’) has either been formed in 
opposition to 本地 Punti (‘Cantonese’; cf. MacIver 1905: v) who occupied the southern areas earlier, or the term 
is an autonym characterising this culturally stable approach to be ʻguestsʼ in the places they are inhabiting 
(Leong 1997), perhaps also in relation to their migration into the Shē areas. Hakkas, having a self-image of guest 
people (i.e., migrants per se), constitute a substantial percentage of overseas Chinese around the world today. 

Traditional life includes closed-group practices for marriage and social relationships, with great importance 
assigned to family ancestry. During migration, these groups continued the closed-group practices with clan 
associations, endogamous practices, strong group solidarity and characteristic professions (cf., e.g., Zhang and 
Sen 2013; Biswas 2017). Hakka culture is not fundamentally different from that if other Chinese groups with 
their agnatic (patrilineal) family organisation where ethnicity is inherited from the father regardless of birthplace 
or language (cf. Leo 2015: 119), but these traits are considered to be Hakka values. 

The Hakka language (Hashimoto 1973; Lai 2015; South Coblin 2019) seems to relate more closely to 
Middle Chinese than the Northern varieties (北方话Běifānghuà, Mandarin Chinese). The South Chinese lan-
guages (Cantonese, Hakka, Hokkien and smaller groups) are not mutually understandable with one another or 
with other varieties, but are traditionally considered to be dialects (方言 fāngyán) of Chinese. Until the 
introduction of Pǔtōnghuà 普通话 (in 1956), spoken Chinese was represented in the form of dialects, while the 
written form was represented by ʻClassical/Written Chinese.ʼ 

Hakka migrants often followed previous migrants who provided information about the place and possible 
transport as well as job opportunities at the new place, a method which has been termed chain migration (cf. 
MacDonald and MacDonald 1964; for Hakkas: Leo 2015; Carstens 2018). Family relationships and solidarity 
with friends or people from the same place of origin were thus important factors. 

The so-called sui-kag 水客 served as (authorised) agents mediating between the overseas Chinese and their 
families back home, transporting money and letters (侨批 qiáo pī) 6 back and forth. Bringing one’s family to the 
immigrant country was also possible only with the help of these agents who were Hakkas from the same area 
with the same spoken language; Hakkas would not entrust their money and family members to an unknown 
person. This network of trust relied on a network of acquaintances and therefore required a close-knit social 
group. 

Due to such closed-group practices, Hakka culture and the Hakka language were usually well-preserved in 
foreign countries. In some places, such as Sabah (East Malaysia) or Singkawang (Kalimantan, Indonesia), this 
level of cohesion and solidarity made the Hakkas very successful, and the Hakka language even became the 
lingua franca for other ethnic groups. As was then often the method, at first only Hakka men travelled to other 
countries, and then usually sent back money to their family, invited friends to come, and finally organised the 
transfer of their families, or returned home to find a wife who would then follow them back to the new homes 
in foreign lands. 

The Hakkas of Calcutta 

In South-East Asia, from the Philippines to Burma, many Chinese migrants settled down and created their own 
cultural environments; South Asia was not a primary goal of Chinese migration, migration was also restricted 
mostly to the port cities of Calcutta and Bombay. Chinese migration to Calcutta is first mentioned in documents 
with a Chinese by the name of Atchew (= Yang Dazhao), who received a land grant near Calcutta in 1778 where 

 
6 These letters were both private and approved, stating the amount of money sent and asking for acknowledgment of receipt. 
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he established a sugar mill factory and invited workers from China (cf. Zhang and Sen 2013: 206; Zhang 2015; 
Biswas 2017: 49). The Chinese therefore settled either near Atchew’s place (Achipur) or in Calcutta city in the 
Bowbazar area. According to the Vienna-based Hakkas, their ancestors took over the tanning business first, 
since Indians were reluctant to engage in this impure profession; when the tanneries were thriving, they also 
produced leather products and founded shoe/leather shops. 7 The area where the tanneries were located is called 
Dhapa (and Tangra, a neighbouring district); both are inhabited by very poor people (from the chamar caste 
who are dalit); Dhapa is the garbage dumping place of the town, and Tangra is notorious for criminal activity, 
which relates to the wealthy Hakkas’ (justified) fear of being robbed and murdered (cf., e.g., Oxfeld 2007: 423). 

The multiethnic Calcutta area is socially divided into “endogamous, occupationally demarcated and geo-
graphically clustered groups” (Oxfeld 1992: 268), which makes ʻassimilationʼ for any group impossible (cf. 
Biswas 2017). Therefore, each group focused on their own matters, thereby preserving their cultural habits and 
their respective languages, of course being influenced on all levels by the environment. The Chinese settlers 
established clan associations (会馆 huìguǎn), temples, schools and newspapers. Thus, the Hakkas of Bengal could 
easily maintain clearly defined social boundaries towards other ethnic groups (Oxfeld 1992: 268). In this situa-
tion, each (Chinese) group focused on characteristic professions, with Cantonese being carpenters, Hubeinese 
being dentists and paper flower makers, Shandong people engaging in silk trade, and Hakkas being shoemakers 
and tanners (Liang 2007; Oxfeld 2007; Zhang and Sen 2013: 207f.; Biswas 2017: 49ff.). 8 

Working with leather and tanning is considered impure in the Hindu faith, and was therefore reserved for 
untouchables (Oxfeld 1993; Oxfeld 1996; Liang 2007; Biswas 2017); however, this business made many 
Hakkas rather wealthy, which is why the sociological concept of pariah capitalists (Weber 1992: 166; Chun 
1989) fits them both in its theoretical sense and literally. Another typical profession for Hakkas was restaurant 
ownership and cooking, especially since the mixture of Chinese and Indian cultural practices in their cooking 
style gives the Indian Hakkas a unique and new cultural identity. The Indian Hakka cuisine, a special combi-
nation of Chinese and Indian cooking styles, is now world-famous. 9 

The Hakkas in Calcutta are originally Buddhists, but many converted to Christian denominations, often 
from the experience of the attendance of Christian schools. 10 The Meixian dialect of Hakka is well-preserved in 
this group, however, it is lexically influenced by Indian 11 and English loanwords. 

After the Sino-Indian conflict of 1962 and the Defence of India Act (1963), many Indian Chinese experien-
ced the mistrust of the Indian authorities by internment (in Rajasthan), retraction of citizenship, and deporta-
tion 12 (Oxfeld 1992: 268; Zhang and Sen 2013; Biswas 2017). These events reduced the number of Hakkas in 
Calcutta from 20.000 (?) to 10.000 (?). 13  Furthermore, the Indian authorities enforced environmental 
protection measures, which made the tanning business in Dhapa difficult. Shoe production was also becoming 

 
7 The literature says that the Hakkas first opened shoe shops, and only later moved to the fringes of Calcutta for tanning. 
8 A few occupations were not group-specific, such as laundry salons (cf. Zhang and Sen 2013: 211). 
9 In North America and the UK -- not in Austria, though. 
10 Cf. also Biswas (2017: 52) for a somewhat different description including Islam. 
11 We say ‘Indian,’ as this may refer to Hindi or Bengali words. 
12 3000 Indian Chinese, because they had applied for Chinese citizenship (cf. Zhang and Sen 2013: 211), were deported to China where 

they are called 印度歸僑 yindu guiqiao ‘returned overseas Chinese from India’ (Zhang 2015); they kept their Indo-Chinese culture 
in China. 

13 There are different numbers in the literature; we were told by Hakkas that they used to be more than 20.000 people, and now only 
have 2.000 persons left in Calcutta. Oxfeld (2007) mentions ‘no more than 8000’ Hakkas in Calcutta. Zhang and Sen (2013) estimate 
the maximum number of Chinese in South Asia to have been 50.000, and now only a few thousand. Zhang (2015) states that in the 
1950s, the number of Chinese in Calcutta peaked at 15.000, with 10.000 more in other parts of the country. 10.000 Calcutta Chinese 
moved to Toronto, according to Zhang (2015). 
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difficult, when international shoe producers took over the market. This decline in economic opportunities led 
to a new migration of Indian Hakkas to other continents which reduced their number considerably, to about 
2.000 individuals. 

Migration to Vienna 

The Indian Hakkas were able to establish crystallisation points for chain migration in Vienna and Toronto. 
While Toronto is a well-known target for Chinese migration, Vienna might be considered a more unusual 
destination. However, many Hakkas from Calcutta emigrated to Vienna in the 1980s and 1990s, hence an 
estimated number of 4.000 individuals 14 were living in Austria at one point. Established migrants met regularly 
and would convey job opportunities with other Hakkas and newcomers. In the 1970s until 1990, it was not 
difficult to get a work permit and residence visas as long as one managed to find an employer. Hakka-led and 
Hakka-run Chinese restaurants spread out across Austria, with a large majority in Vienna. Almost all of the 
Indian Hakkas are or were working in gastronomy, as restaurant owners or as cooks and waiters. Although it is 
a small group, the language was maintained also through the fact that a job in the kitchen required Hakka (or 
sometimes Cantonese or Mandarin) as the working language. 

As has been practised before, in most cases, young men migrated to Austria first, and only then went looking 
for a wife in their home country, i.e., in Calcutta; when this became increasingly difficult, men even visited 
their ancestral home country (Meizhou) in order to find a match. Second-generation Hakka couples sometimes 
also met each other in Vienna. In any case, Hakka men were marrying Hakka women or sometimes stayed 
single, as they could not find a Hakka wife. 

Later, migration to Austria became more difficult due to the tightening of immigration policy. Moreover, 
many restaurants were closed down due to the increasingly competitive restaurant market, only few successful 
businesses are still active. The economic decline led to another migration pattern of Viennese Hakkas, mainly 
to Toronto. The remaining group consists of 1.000 people. 15 The Hakkas of Vienna have a few remarkable 
characteristics; they have preserved the Hakka language as their intra-group language, they attend a Chinese as 
well as a Japanese temple, maintain a regular weekly meeting, and regularly return to India (and also other places 
such as Toronto) to visit relatives and friends; some have visited Meizhou, their ancestral home country. 

 

 

Material and Method 

The authors performed qualitative open interviews and participant observation with various Indian Hakkas in 
Vienna from all age groups (old, middle-aged, young) on various occasions in 2018-2019. We were introduced 
by a Malaysia-born Austrian Hakka friend, whose elder sister is married to one of the Indian Hakkas. We met 
these people during their regular weekend meetings, and then met individuals for longer conversations, which 
were recorded and transcribed. This led to a corpus of conversations in Hakka, English and German language 
(with some Chinese and Cantonese). 

 
14 We cannot verify that number; it was estimated by some group members. 
15 Due to estimates ranging from 500 to 1.500, we chose the average. It is difficult to verify the number, as the people scatter around 

Vienna and other cities, and some may only keep close contact with certain people. 
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The aims of this investigation are as follows: (a) the documentation of a small distinct Hakka group in the 
context of global Hakka studies, (b) an investigation of language maintenance and language loss of Hakkas in 
the ‘diaspora’ situation, (c) the competence of first- and second-generation migrants in German, (c) an analysis 
of the socio-cultural circumstances of the Hakka migration in Austria as well as questions of identity. In this 
paper, we will focus on sociocultural aspects of the migratory process of this group by documenting their own 
viewpoints. 

In the following interview excerpts, I1 and I2 are the interviewers, I3 is a Malaysian Hakka. All other people 
(A, B, C, ...) are Indian Hakkas; (HK) indicates Hakka pronunciation, (CH) indicates Chinese pronunciation 
of words. The romanised transcription of Hakka follows Taiwanese conventions (but without tone marking), 
except where the pronunciation differs considerably from that standard. 

Analysis 

Migration from China to India 

Meixian and Atchew 

All Indian Hakkas came from the same area in China, from Meizhou, or Meixian (HK: moi yen) in a continuous 
stream of migrants. This migration route to Atchew’s place was known and an option for the Meixian Hakkas; 
in the words of the Viennese Hakkas: “There had always been people going to India. All (who went to India) 
went from Meixian,” meaning long before their own families were coming.16 Atchew, the first Hakka in Calcutta 
who brought many Hakkas to Calcutta, is a venerated figure to which people kept referring in the interviews. 
He is respectfully called tong rhan bag gung, somewhat similar to Malaysian Chinese would call the la duk gung 
(datuk gods, the local gods of the land), and there is a temple with his statue in Dhapa where people go to 
worship him, especially those who are returning from overseas. Worshipping Atchew gives a unique identity to 
the Indian Hakkas. In the following passage, an old man explains their spiritual relationship with Atchew: He 
is not a god, but a pioneer, he is worshipped like an ancestor. 
 
(01) A: 尊重佢。 [...] 来到印度开国个. 
  zun zung gi. [...] loi dau rhin tu koi gued e. 
  Respect him. [...] Pioneer who led the way. 
 I2: 放佢在挨只祠堂还系么个？ 
  fong gi coi ai zag cii tong han he mag gai? 
  Put him at the ancestor temple? 
 A: 有有有，厥祠堂有。厥墓，还爱做兜伯公庙。吾兜喊塘园[rhan]伯公。 
  rhiu rhiu rhiu, gia cii tong rhiu. gia mu, han oi zo deu bag gung miau. nga deu ham tong rhan bag gung. 
  Got, got, got, 17 there is an ancestor’s temple of him. At the cemetery, (people) also built a temple, we call him ‘tong yan bag 

gung.’ 
 I3: 厥兜还供这只神。 
  gia deu han gung lia zag siin. 
  They still worship this god. 
 A: 还供哦。每年都去。年年都爱去个哦。佢每年都爱去。今年𠊎𠊎也去了。一定爱去该上香 xiong 拜佢个。 
  han gung o. mui ngien du hi. ngien ngien du oi hi e o. gi mui ngien du oi hi. gin ngien ngai rha hi le. rhid tin oi hi e 

song hiong bai gi e. 

 
16 The families that we could interview all originated from a more recent migration in the middle of the 20th century. 
17 The translations are given in Malaysian English to preserve the Chinese character of the utterances. 
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  Still worship. Every year all go. Every year must go one. (People) must go every year. This year I also went. Must go there to 
offer joss sticks and worship him. 

Motives for Arriving in India 

Most interview partners did not show much interest in the history of their forefathers and their reasons for 
migrating to India. The answers to such questions were very general, such as “finding a better life,” “I don’t 
know,” “maybe there was a war,” “they were afraid” (e.g., of communism), etc.; it seemed like people were just 
repeating general historical knowledge. Back then, Chinese society had suffered since long before, culminating 
in civil war and even a famine in Guangdong (1941-1947). The motives for migration may have depended on 
many factors, but the aim was always the same: finding a better life in the spirit of Hakka/Chinese 
entrepreneurial ethic (cf. Oxfeld 2007). However, these earlier motivations are not important for the people 
today, as they are not connected to China. 
 
(02) A: [...] 该下会共个时节，就佢兜人就逃(CH)出去啦。佢怕。 
  e ha voi kiung e sii jied, jiu gi deu ngin jiu tao cud hi la. gi pa. 
  [...] at that time, it was going to be communised, 18 so they ran away. They were afraid. 
(03) B: 可能中国该时候打仗个时候，吾婆就撤出来，就撤吖印度来。 
  ko nen zung gued ge sii heu da zong ge sii heu, nga po jiu chag cud loi, jiu chag aa rhin tu loi. 
  Maybe there was war in China at that time, my grandma evacuated to India, just like that. 
(04) C: 其实也毋系话寻毋到食，想过较好个生活走来印度。 
  ki sid rha m he va cim m dau sid, xiong go go hau e sen fad zeu loi rhin tu. 
  In fact it was not that they could not earn a living, rather wanted to live a better life and came to India. 

If one wanted to migrate from Meixian, there is a town called Chung Keu (松口 Song Kou), which could be used 
to go to Teochew (Chaozhou) by water 19 where one could catch a ship to Nanyang (South East Asia). Malaya 
may not have been the best place, but was well-known to those planning to emigrate. The Vienna Hakkas could 
not explain why their ancestors actually went to India. 
 
(05) 惊话共产会毋好，系咩？ 就逃出去南洋，南洋就马来西亚，缅甸那边（Ch）。本来要好个下船个结果风浪，遇

到风浪，把那船吹吹吹，吹到印度去啦。 
 giang va kiung chan voi m hau, he me?jiu tao cud hi nam rhong, nam rhong jiu ma loi xi rha, mien ten na bian. bun loi oi 

hau e ha son e, gied go fung long, rhi dau fung long, ba na son cui cui cui, cui dau rhin tu hi la. 
 They also worried that communism was not good, therefore they ran to Nan Yang [= Malaya], Burma, those places. They were 

almost there, but the ship was blown away towards India by the wind. 

It is a recurring theme among the Hakkas that one needs to become a proprietor and businessman, as has been 
described earlier as well (cf. Oxfeld 2007). An opportunity to achieve this goal is the driving force for their 
willingness to migrate. 
 
(06) 可以个。但系厥兜恁般听到，哦，去印度可以较好啊，做胲可以做头家，老板啊。 
 ko rhi e. dan he gia deu an mang tang dau, o, ki rhin tu ko rhi go hau a, zo hoi ko rhi zo teu ga, lau bang a. 
 Yes. But somehow they heard that life would be better if one went to India, after working, [one] could become a sole proprietor. 

However, migration does have uncertainties, so that wives and children were left behind when entering new 
territory, and may have followed only later. Often, migration tore apart families, as seems to have been the case 
in this passage where a man would never see his family again and finally founded a new family abroad. 

 
 

18 The consultant uses the phrase 会共个啊 voi kiung e a which makes the word ʻcommunism,ʼ a verb which means ʻto communize.ʼ 
This occurs again elsewhere: 会共个时节啊 (voi kiung e sii zied a ‘At the time that would become communised ...’) 

19 Travelling from other inland places to the ports was sometimes more difficult than this route. 
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(07) I2: 哦。若爸讨胲老婆自家走喔。 
  o. ngia ba tau hoi lau po qi ga ziu vo. 
  Your father left alone [i.e., without his wife] after marrying a wife. 
 A: 佢乜出去先看外头做得到钱无？然后正该个嘛。就毋曾够有，就有徕个 -- 
  gi me cud hi kon ngoi teu zo ded do cien mo?rhen heu zang e ge ma. jiu m hen geu rhiu, jiu rhiu lai e-- 
  He first went out to see if he could earn some money out there ... then only ... not even ... got son already -- 
 I2: 恁样佢做到胲做么个又无带 -- 出来？ 
  an rhong gi zo dau hoi zo mag gai rhiu mau dai--cud loi? 
  And when he was able to earn some money, why didn’t he bring them to come over? 
 A: 无出来，那知人生路不熟，走出去佢仰个，你两公婆带紧去几辛苦个啊。 [...] 无啊。结胲婚就佢 -- 吾爸

出来也无曾转过。四五十年正转过一摆梅县。 
  mo cud loi, nai di ngin sen lu bud sug, zeu cud hi gi rhong e, ngi liong gung po dai gin hi gid xin ku e a. [...] mo a. 

gied hoi fu jiu gi -- nga ba cud loi rha m hen zon go. xi m shib ngien zang zon go rhid bai moi rhen. 
  No. It was going to be a completely strange place. Who knew what would happen? A couple with (a small kid) is very 

difficult. My father had never gone back after he left. He returned only once to the homeland after he had left for forty to 
fifty years. 

While the Chinese settlers in Malaya often returned to their homeland and kept familial ties, the Indian Hakkas 
by and large did not return to China. They settled in India and assimilated to Calcutta without losing their 
ethnic identity as Hakkas, but losing their connectedness with Meixian (08). Another speaker does not know 
from which village his ancestors were coming from (09). It is a bit surprising in comparison to other migrant 
groups how quickly the connection to the homeland was lost in this group. 

 
(08) A: 呃，异多有人已经在印度生活了，惯了该个生活，就毋念到话去转去，除非话有兜已经做十分发达了

呢，就会去那出国去 did）下，正讲话转家乡。 
  ǝ, rhi do rhiu rhin gi gin hoi rhin tu sen fad le guan le ge e sen fad, jiu m nem dau va ki zon ki, cu fui va rhiu deu gi 

gin zo sib fun fad ta le ne, jiu voi hi nai cud gued hi din a, zang gong va zon ga hiong. 
  Many people had already settled down in India, they were used to the life there, therefore they had not thought of returning, 

unless those who had been very successful, then they would go overseas, only then [were they] talking about returning to their 
hometown [for sightseeing]. 

(09) B: 呵呵，𠊎𠊎kali 知系梅县。 
  hǝhǝ, ngai kali 20 di he moi yen. 
  Hǝhǝ, I only know that it is Meixian. 

Success in India 

The goal of all Hakkas is to become a boss (老板); the migrant generation opened hundreds of businesses in 
Calcutta, where for some, life was very good. However, leading a good life back in India did not stop them from 
seeking better prospects elsewhere. 

 
(10) I2: 就毋系讲在印度过到好苦挨种。 
  jiu m he gong coi rhin tu go dau hau ku ai zung. 
  that means (you) were not those who had a difficult life in India. 
 A: 毋系。毋苦个。以前𠊎𠊎爸爸也有四间店个。四间店。 
  m he. m ku e. rhi cien ngai ba ba rha rhiu xi gan diam e. xi gan diam. 
  No. Not difficult. My father used to own four shops. Four shops. 
 I2: 鞋店。 
  hai diam. 

 
20 kali is an Indian loanword. 
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  Shoe shop. 
 A: 鞋店。洗衣店。 
  hai diam. se rhi diam. 
  Shoe shop. Laundry.  
(11) B: His mother they have many restaurants. Now has 3 restaurants in Calcutta, one son looks after one restaurant. 
 C: -- Open one restaurant, if you open -- a big boss, then you use so many people, you don’t have to work --  
(12) I2: 系咩大部分梅县去个唐人在挨位生活都毋晓辛苦个？ 
  he me tai pu fun moi yen hi e tong rhin coi ai vui sen fad dǝ m hiau xin ku e? 
  Most of the Chinese from Meixian who lived there did not really have a difficult life, yeah? 
 D: 毋系。恁样，呃，中国人冚唪唥过个最低都系中等生活，毋系就高生活，无低生活个嘞。 
  m he. an rhong, ǝ, zung gued rhin hambǝlang go e zui dai du he zung deng sen fad,m he jiu gau sen fad, mo dai sen 

fad gǝ lǝ. 
  No. It is, well, the worst life situation for Chinese was at least middle class, or upper class, none lived lower than that. 

Wealthy Hakkas in Calcutta are not willing to migrate, as their quality of life is higher in India, especially as 
their Indian assets are worth much less in Europe or America. Many who moved to Vienna were probably 
young, adventurous people in search of new opportunities, who could not leave the status of employee or worker 
in India; at the very least, being an employee was not that bad in Austria. 

 
(13) 吾兜印度个客家人。做皮业，赚到钱就走个。打工个就出国了。也出国。打工在印度就无出息。做生意还有可

以赚大钱。打工人就无出息。就无保障啊，因为健康无保障啊， 医疗无保障啊，无退休，系咩？ 所以你打工

出到国就最好。 
 nga deu rhin tu e hag ga ngin, zo pi ngiab, con dau cien jiu zeu e. da gung e jiu cud gued le, rha cud gued. da gung coi rhin 

tu jiu mo cud sid. zo sen li han rhiu ko rhi con tai cien. da gung ngin jiu mo cud sid. jiu mo bo zong 21 a, rhin vui gien kong 
mo bo zong a, rhi liau mo bo zong a, mo tui siu, he me? so rhi ngi da gung cud do gued jiu zui hau. 

 We Hakkas in India, doing tanneries, having earned money, left the country (migration). Those who worked for other people also 
left. Being employed had no future in India. Owning a business can at least make good money but not for those being employed. 
They had no guarantee, no health guarantee, no medical guarantee, no pension, right? So if you were just working for others, it 
would be good if you could go overseas. 

Migration from India to Austria 

Chain Migration 

When the Hakkas ran out of opportunities for growth in Calcutta, young men moved on to Austria, once again 
by the method of chain migration, with the help of uncles, brothers, and friends. People sometimes reported 
adventurous journeys across various countries, due to visa problems. Upon arrival, they were immediately 
employed in restaurants. 
 
(14) A: 吾兜个阿哥。最先来。跟紧有基础个，正喊吾兜人出来。 
  nga deu e a go. zui xian loi. gen gin rhiu gi cii e, zang ham nga deu ngin cud loi. 
  Our elder brother came first. Until he had settled, then he told us to come. 
(15) B: For me, I have uncles over here. I have uncles. so -- 
(16) C: ə 1992, and my cousin I think is [TOWN] in Steiermark. 22 He got a restaurant there. I came here direct to the 

Steiermark [TOWN]. 
(17) D: Nein, nein wir hom Freunde, jo und de hom gsog[t]: Jo bin eh do, komms[t]. [...] 
  No no, we have friends, yes, and they said: I am here, come. [...] 
 D: Weil es gibt so Sprich]t[wörte[r], ja, Freunde is[t] wichtiger als Verwan[dte], ja, im Auslan[d]. 
  There is a proverb, abroad, friends are more important than relatives. 

 
21 bo zong ‘social benefits; guarantee.’ 
22 Steiermark (Styria) is one of the states in Austria. 
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One of the consultants may serve as an example; back in India, he became a chef and worked in various places, 
until a friend proposed to him to go to Europe together. 
 
(18) [...] Dann geht in ander[e] Schule, is guɐt, ḍɑn ṿaɛtɐ auf:ɛ (= dann weiter hinauf ) un[d] iɐgŋḍṿɑn mɔɛ (= irgendwann mal), 

will nax Ausland | Beruf, irgen[d]ein[en] Beruf muss man lernɐ (= lernen), Gastro. | Also Gastro hob i (= habe ich) äh drei 
Jahre konsumiert (= absolviert), und dann hab ich äh [xxxx] Bombay, Goa hɑb i ge.a:bei (= gearbeitet). Un[d] ers[t] danach 
Freund von mir sogt.ɐ (= sagt er) [xxxx], geh[e]n wir nach Europa. 

 Then go to different school, is OK, then higher, and at one point, want to go abroad, one has to learn a profession, gastro[nomy], I 
learned three years, and then I have worked in Bombay, Goa. And only then, one of my friends says, let’s go to Europe. 

Austria is usually not the first choice for migrants from the English-speaking world. The Hakkas prefer an 
English-speaking country. Toronto is known for its large Chinese community; furthermore, people hoped to 
become successful businessmen more easily in Canada; however, this often was out of reach for the migrants. 
Austria was viewed by the elder consultants as only an intermediary step on the way to Canada, which turned 
out to be their final destination (calling it a ‘springboard,. ‘transit,’ ‘borrow the road’ (借路)). Some younger 
people are contemplating the idea of moving to Canada even now, thereby relying once again on their network. 
 
(19) A: 反正客家人大部分，印度个就全部都走啊欧洲分到开个，一路走，有美国加拿大澳洲哪都有，经过欧

洲。住胲又再办个又再去。 
  Fan ziin hag ga ngin tai bu fun, rhin tu e, jiu cien bu du zeu a eu zu, fun do koi e, rhid lu zeu, rhiu mi gued, ga na 

tai, au zu lai du rhiu, gin go eu zu. cu hoi mi a rhiu zai ban e rhiu zai hi. 
  Anyway, most of the Hakkas from India, they had moved to Europe and then split, (continued) all the way to USA, 

Canada and Australia, through Europe. 
 A: 奥地利已经住胲好多年个，也移民加拿大，佢都毋爱奥地利，佢爱加拿大。 
  Au ti li rhi gin cu hoi hau do ngien e, rha rhi min ga na tai, gi du m oi au di li, gi oi ga na tai. 
  (Some) have already lived in Austria for many years, also migrated to Canada, they didn’t want (to stay in) Austria, they 

wanted Canada. 

While talking about their migratory experiences, the Hakka self-characterisation as ‘mobile people’ is evoked by 
the speakers, culminating in the phrase 好会走个客家人(‘Hakka people are good at relocating’) and the word 外来

人 ngoi loi ngin (lit.) ‘outcomers’ (‘foreigners’), stating that mobility is the very nature of Hakkaness. 

A New Language 

Since the Hakkas started working in a Hakka environment, and mostly never had formal education in German, 
their competence in this language is limited. Since the migrants basically do not use German, the Hakka 
language is transmitted to the children until today. For instance, the below-mentioned elder brother came to 
Austria in the 1970’s, among the earliest Hakkas, and is now retired and babysitting two granddaughters, 
speaking only Hakka to them. 
 
(20) A: 吾哥系 by road 来个。 
  nga go he by road loi e. 
  My (elder) brother came by road. 
 I2: 佢晓讲德国话无？ 
  gi hiau gong ded ged fa mau? 
  Can he speak German? 
 A: 晓得，滴把，多多少少。也毋系话十分。。。 
  hiau ded, did ba, do do sau sau. rha m he va shib fun ... 
  Can, a bit. more or less, not so ... 

Another consultant brought his mother to Austria in 2000 when she was already in her 70’s; she never learned 
any German and now lives in a nursing home; however, this is not a problem as there are Chinese and Indian 
nurses with whom she can communicate in Chinese and Indian. 
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The Austrian-born younger generation learned German at school and does not understand how it is 
possible that their parent generation (which speaks Hakka, Hindi, English) is unable to speak proper German, 
after having lived in Austria for so many years and having taken citizenship. 
 
(21) So, but they live here like for about, I don’t know, very long, 30 to 40 years by now, but they still can’t | ähm: | say one 

correct sentence. Because of their grammar. | So they have a pretty hard time to learn German. | And because they also don’t 
speak it oft 23, like at work, | They, I think they speak English with the, the others. | And my father, he used to work at a 
Chinese restaurant | and, like, he spoke, ähm, Mandarin to his employers or so, yeah. xxxx 佢个德文也唔系恁会。 

 xxxx gi ge ded vun rha m (h)e an voi. 
 xxxx So he is also not that good at German. 

While the group has strong internal solidarity, and most Hakkas are married to Hakkas, many report not having 
contact to other Hàn (Chinese), as they usually do not understand other Chinese varieties including Pǔtōnghuà. 
Similarly, the older people do not have autochthonous Austrian friends. Being able to communicate in Hindi, 
Hakka restaurant owners do employ Indians or Nepalis, though, e.g., in a food delivery service. It may not be 
solely the language barrier which keeps them from having outside contacts; they are so used to living in a closed 
group that it is difficult for other people to enter their circles. Their Malaysian Hakka friend, for instance, had 
become the brother-in-law of one of the Indian Hakkas; he used to be a restaurant owner; and he is willing to 
adapt to their Meixian Hakka language. This explains what the younger generation was puzzled about: how it 
is possible for this group to remain Hakka speakers and to not connect to the surrounding language. 

Social Security 

The Hakkas who did not move on to Canada vaguely argued that they are now “already habituated to this life” 
(in Austria), and eventually mentioned the advantages of “peace and calmness” (as opposed to India), and most 
importantly, the social system (as opposed to India and North America). 
 
(22) 这里福利比加拿大较好。 
 le vui fug li bi ga na tai ko hau. 
 The social benefits here are better than Canada. 
(23) Because we find it here is very clean, very wide and you feel like ə there is safety here. When you go back there, when you 

reach the airport you find something very noisy, -- different -- [...] Once we come back here, outside Vienna airport, wow -- 
[...] Relax, very relaxing. 

(24) 𠊎𠊎也移民加拿大了啊，𠊎𠊎去了个加拿大移民。但系𠊎𠊎到转来了。 
 ngai rha rhi min ga na tai le a, ngai hi e ge ga na tai rhi min. dan he ngai dau zon loi e. 
 I also migrated to Canada, I went to Canada. But I came back here. 
(25) 落了脚呢你再过恁多年，已经住习惯了啊，𠊎𠊎今都毋习惯去加拿大，美国。 
 log e giog ne ngi zai go an do ngien, gi gin cu sib guan e a, ngai gin du m sib guan hi ga na tai, mi gued. 
 Once settled here and spent so many years (here), I am used to it already, now I am not used to Canada, USA. 

Austrian Hakka Culture 

Dissolution of Defining Characteristics 

In earlier years, Hakka men from Austria tried to find a Hakka wife through matchmakers or through friends 
or relatives in India. With the decreasing numbers of Hakkas, this endeavour became more and more difficult, 
so that some tried to find a wife in Meizhou; some couples met each other in Austria at their workplace. So far, 
the group is mostly endogamous, a practice which is no longer intended by the younger, still unmarried 

 
23 German oft = English often. 
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generation. Even their parents have given up the unrealistic idea of necessarily finding partners from their own 
group. 

While many Hakkas are either Christians (Protestants or Catholics) or Buddhists, they all used to meet for 
traditional Chinese festivities; it was reported that certain smaller Christian denominations have somewhat 
weakened group solidarity, as the new Christians tend to avoid meeting the buddhists which is disappointing 
for those who are proud of maintaining group solidarity. 

Since there is no public holiday for Chinese New Year (CNY) in Austria, Christmas is the reunion meeting 
time for the Indian Hakkas. They meet one another during Christmas and offer the traditional red packets 
(with money) to their children on that day. If possible, however, they will return to Calcutta for CNY. 

Thus, the defining characteristics of the group are challenged in many ways, and the group size is decreasing 
over time. Since they did not seem to explain much to their children, the younger generation does not know 
much about their historical and cultural background. Therefore, questions of group identity are seen differently 
across generations. 

Elder Generation’s Identity 

The elder generation Indian Hakkas gave up Indian citizenship and became Austrian citizens; nevertheless they 
are reminiscing over their homeland of India. While they lack any concrete experience of China, it is also 
mentioned as a more ‘metaphysical’ or remote origin. In the following passage, a speaker sums up the three 
places the Hakkas refer to (China, India, Austria) as his homelands. 
 
(26) Äh, | zur Zeit | die Hälfte | über die Hälfte [von] mein[em] Leben | hob i[ch] schon hier verbracht. [...] Is auch eine von 

meiner Heimat. [...] I kann ah nit sogn Indien oder China oder Österreich, aber olle san meine Heimat. 
 At this moment, half, more than half my life I have already spent here. [...] Is also one of my homelands. [...] I cannot say India or 

China or Austria, but all are my homelands. 

Middle-aged Generation’s Identity 

The feelings about identity among the parent generation are also layered, including Chinese identity. ‘Being 
Chinese’ (Hàn) is an underlying identity on the basis of racial characteristics and cultural similarities, while 
‘being Hakka’ refers to specific stereotypical traits of the group. In the following statement, the middle-aged 
consultants refute being Hakka and identify as Chinese, despite of lacking a personal connection to China. The 
sub-identity is one of migrants (wanderers) which is a category attributed to Hakka identity. 
 
(27) A: We don’t think we are Hakka, only think we are Chinese. 
 I2: Ah huh. yeah. ə, Would you like to live in China? 
 B: No, I have never been to China. 
 I2 Ok. So this is no home country for you. 
 B: Gypsy, wanderer. [giggling] 

Chinese and Western Culture 

The youngest among the migrant generation even attended German classes, but still prefer to speak Hakka and 
English. When asked about their children (born in Austria) who speak German like native speakers, the cultural 
rupture between Chinese values and Western social norms appears. The parents somewhat regret that their 
children are “westernised” and are no longer Hakkas. 

  
(28) I2: 你晓同佢讲挨兜中国人啊，吾兜唐人啊， 挨兜道理系无？ 
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  ngi hiau tung gi gong ai deu nga deu zung ged rhin a, nga deu tong rhin a, ai deu dau li he mau? 
  Do you tell [= teach] them [= your children] the Chinese values? 
 A: | 佢毋讲。佢地人有 European mentality. 
  | gi m gong. gi diin ngin rhiu European mentality. 
  They don’t talk [about it]. They have European mentality. 
 A: 佢知得， 但系佢会毋讲。 
  gi di ded, dan he gi voi m gong. 
  They knew, but they don’t talk about it. 
 I1: And their friends are mainly Austrian? 
 A: Yeah, mainly Austrian. 
 I1: And they consider themselves just Austrian? They don’t say, I am Chinese or Hakka? 
 A: They don’t know what is Hakka. 

Hakka Competence of the Younger Generation 

The young people speak Hakka as their family language and are able to converse in Hakka. They are certainly 
weaker speakers of the language, filling lexical gaps with German or English loanwords. While the parent 
generation deplores the children’s westernisation, it turns out that the teenagers regret not having been informed 
more by their parents about their Hakka identity. The parents are proud of their children’s ability to speak 
Hakka (29). For the children it was not clear in the beginning what it means in terms of identity, as they did 
not really connect to this concept of “being Hakka.” But they understand that Hakka is an important marker 
of identity for their parents (30). 
 
(29) 吾兜人客家人在奥地利十分靓个客家话，细人啊，十分靓。加拿大，美国冚唪唥十分烂。 
 nga deu ngin hag ga ngin hoi ao ti li shib fun liang ge hag ga fa, se ngin a, shib fun liang. ga na tai, mi gued hambǝlang shib 

fun lan. 
 The Hakka children in Austria speak very good Hakka. Those in Canada, USA very bad.  
(30) Ja. Also es ist so: Für meine Eltern es ist eben sehr wichtig, dass ich Hakka gelernt habe, [...] 
 Yes. Well, it is like that: For my parents, it is very important that I have learned Hakka, [...] 

The Identity of the Younger Generation 

The teenagers have not been taught about their ethnic background, and therefore were somewhat uncomfortable 
and confused when it comes to understanding their social identity as Hakkas. In the following passage, a young 
person describes her difficulty in explaining how she herself as a Chinese-looking person, having close ties to 
India and yet speaking a language which is neither ‘Chinese’ nor ‘Indian.’ This seems to have created some level 
of discomfort to her at times. 
 
(31) I1: 呃，有人问过你系咩啊 Chinese 无？ 
  ə, rhiu rhin mun go ngi he me a Chinese mau? 
  Have you ever been asked, if you are Chinese?  
 A: 恁多人。 
  an do ngin. 
  Many people.  
 I1: and then 你仰般答？ 
  and then ngi rham men dab? 
  And then how do you answer?  
 A: Ähm, also 𠊎𠊎先𠊎𠊎话𠊎𠊎系，毋系，先𠊎𠊎话, ja, 
  Ähm, also ngai xien ngai va ngai he, m he, xien ngai va, ja, 
  So first I say I am, no, first I say, yes,  
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  𠊎𠊎系 Chinese, then 𠊎𠊎毋爱佢地人问么个， 
  ngai he Chinese, then ngai m oi gi dii ngin mun mag ge, 
  I am Chinese, then I don’t want them to ask anything [more],  
 A: 尾下正𠊎𠊎较大了，𠊎𠊎话，毋系，吾妈咪爸比印度来个，and then 厥地人每摆问你仰个印度来个，then 正

𠊎𠊎会 explain，ja,厥地印度出世个，但系吾兜人恁个 Großeltern还有别个 generation 个，厥地人就系 em em 

China 出世个尾下正走吖印度来个。厥兜话 oh OK。 
  mi ha zang ngai go tai e, ngai va, m he, nga ge ma mi ba bi rhin tu loi e, and then gia di ngin mi bai mun ngi rhong 

e rhin tu loi e, then zang ngai voi explain, ja, gia dii rhin tu cud se e, dan he nga deu ngin ngan e Großeltern han 
rhiu ped ge generation e, ge di ngin jiu he em em China cud se e mi a zang jiu aa rhin tu loi e. gia deu va, oh, ok. 

  Later when I grew bigger, I say, no, my parents were from India, and then every time they will ask: how come you are 
from India?, then only I will explain, yeah, they were born in India, but our grandparents and other generations, they were 
born in China and later came to India. They say: Oh, ok. 

In another passage, when asked whether she feels ‘Chinese,’ she first agrees with that label on the basis of racial 
appearance, but ends up defining an ‘Indian’ identity. 
 
(32)  Denken Sie von sich selbst, Sie sind eine Chinesin? 
 I2: Do you consider yourself a Chinese person? 
 A: Ja, voll. Halt früher, das hat mich echt richtig gestört, vor allem so wegen meinem Aussehen und so, weil, weil ich 

fühl mich eher, wie, also wenn ich mich jetzt entscheiden müßte, entweder China oder Indien, wo ich mich eben 
mehr hingehörig fühle, würd ich eben Indien nehmen, weil halt, jetzt so kurz gesagt, ich mag Indien eben mehr, ich 
mag die Kultur mehr, ich mag die Musik mehr, ich mag halt alles an Indien mehr als jetzt China. 

  Yes, completely. Except earlier, this was irritating for me, especially because of my appearance and such, because I feel more 
like, well, if I had to decide, either China or India, where I feel more connected to, I would take India, because, well, in 
essence, I like India more, I like its culture more, I like its music more, I like everything about India more than about 
China. 

Linguistic Competence 

Since the Hakkas of Calcutta left China before the introduction (1956) of 普通话 Pǔtōnghuà, the modern 
Chinese standard language, they had only spoken Hakka and read Chinese with Hakka spelling. In Calcutta, 
they obviously learned Indian languages and English, but organised their own Chinese schools and learned 
Written Chinese with Hakka pronunciation, which is the traditional way of learning to write. Nonetheless, 
these circumstances made people more ‘Hakka’ than ‘Chinese.’ After coming to Austria, all started working 
immediately, and most of them had no opportunity to formally learn German in language classes. Their 
competence in German is a pidgin version of (Austrian) German, which had been picked up mostly through 
spoken interactions; some reported that being waiters and waitresses was the main motivation to understand 
some German, while cooks did not need to learn the language as well. During interviews, many first-generation 
migrants preferred to speak Hakka or at least English, not German. Their Hakka, However, is not influenced 
by Pǔtōnghuà or other Chinese dialects (but adopted some Indian words). 

Since the families speak Hakka at home, the Vienna-born generation understands and is able to use Hakka, 
but their best language is German, which they learned late after entering school. 24 Some teenagers did attend 
weekend Chinese classes when they were young, like many other children of overseas Chinese, however, this 
was a difficult experience for them; having grown older, they are reconsidering to learn Chinese. 

 
24 In Calcutta, Hakka is weakened, since education is now mostly in English, not Hakka. 
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Language Barrier 

One important aspect regarding their closed-group practices is certainly the language barrier; since the old 
people can only speak Hakka (not German), they will not easily engage in outgroup communication. At our 
first meeting, one consultant has been asked to communicate with the Austrian interviewer, because he is known 
to be a good language learner; this person’s German is communicatively solid, derived from spoken Austrian 
German, however, not grammatically correct in many ways. Nonetheless, he had adopted a speaking style which 
makes him sound like a very good speaker of the language, including some sociophonological variation. 25 He 
commented on his way of learning languages and the linguistically closed world of his Hakka friends. 
 
(33) A[l]so ich war mit viel, viel Leute unterwegs, äh Freund[e], na, darum i[ch] lern[e] a bissl da:, lern, lern ein bissl do, und 

sogar, glaube, mein Mandarin, wenn.i (= wenn ich) ausprechen, is[t]- is[t] sicha, ahm, leichter zu verstehen als die von 
[NAME]. Ja? die san, die hom nur Hakka, redn nur Hakka. [...] Eigene Kreis na und darum die, die und die san jetz[t] zu 
alt, Zunge zum drehen ja? Hat.a (= hat er) Schwierigkeiten. 

 I have been with many people, friends, so I learned a bit here a bit there, and even my Mandarin, if I pronounce it, it is easier to 
understand than [NAME]’s. They have only Hakka, speak only Hakka. [...] [They are only in their] own circle, and therefore --, 
and now they are too old to turn their tongues -- it is too difficult for them. 

Jobs and Language 

There is a quarter which has the highest density of ‘foreign’ foodshops and restaurants, the Naschmarkt, but 
there is no Chinatown or typical living quarter for Chinese. The Hakkas cannot live in one area of the town. In 
earlier years, the Indian Hakkas of Vienna had a regular meeting time in a coffeeshop which, as they explained, 
served as a job market, beside being an opportunity to meet friends. Nowadays, this is less important, but the 
meeting is still taking place every week in a fast food restaurant downtown. The people loosely group together 
on various tables and discuss things in Hakka language. The younger people sit together in a separate area. They 
may speak German with each other, but they also know the Hakka language. 

While most Vienna Hakkas are working in gastronomy and are proud of their cuisine, not all Indian 
Hakkas were always good at cooking. They could be trained upon arrival in Austria; the workflow of a Chinese 
kitchen is based on usually one or two chefs -- one main and one assistant -- who need other people for the 
preparations -- the cutting work, washing/rinsing of ingredients, dishwashing. This fast and hard work is usually 
done by men. At this workplace, it is important to understand commands and to share the same work ethics. 
In this way, speaking Hakka is essential for their profession. 

Contacts with Calcutta 

Chinese New Year 

Viennese Hakkas, especially the older generation from the group, are adamant that returning to Calcutta is an 
important matter. For Chinese New Year (CNY), they all ‘return home,’ as far as it is possible for them. 26 It 
became clear in every conversation that their hometown is Calcutta, not China. 
  
(34) 一定爱转印度过年。 
 rhid tin oi zon rhin tu go nen 
 [One] must return to India for Chinese New Year. 

 
25 I.e., choosing different variants for the same words stylistically. 
26 E.g., the restaurant owners and chefs may often stay in Vienna, but they would send their wives and children to Calcutta to rejoin the 

relatives. 
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(35) 过年就转印度。爱转就一定爱转印度。那下毋去过年。 
 go ngien jiu zon rhin tu. oi zon jiu rhid tin oi zon rhin tu. lai ha m hi go ngien. 
 CNY must return to India. When want to go back, must go back to India, nowhere else to go for CNY. 

The people go back for the most important festival of the year (CNY) to meet their relatives, old friends, and 
to think of the ancestors -- and to enjoy the Indo-Chinese food. 
 
(36) A: 做么个转去哦？看朋友，亲戚，拜个个 ge55ge55祖宫， 
  zo mag gai zon hi o? kon pen rhiu, qin qid, bai ge ge zu gung, 
  Why going back? To meet friends, relatives, to worship the ancestors’ temple, 
 I3: 还有你 vermisst佢挨位餐馆个客家菜。 
  han rhiu ngi vermisst gi ai vui can gon e hag ga coi. 
  And you miss the Hakka food there. 
 A: 啊，印度菜，客家菜。 
  a, rhin tu coi, hag ga coi. 
  Right, Indian cuisine, Hakka cuisine. 

Global Relatives and Friends 

These meetings for CNY in Calcutta bring the scattered Indian Hakkas together from all over the world. They 
call it ‘return to hometown,’ just like the Chinese in Malaysia would be saying (zon loi kampung). 
 
(37) A: 就同啊转家乡一样。 
  jiu tung a zon ga hiong rhid rhong. 
  It’s like returning to hometown. 
 B: 欸。转家乡一样。加拿大，澳洲，瑞典全部转印度。 
  ei. zon ga hiong rhid rhong. ga na tai, au zu, sui dien quen bu zon rhin tu. 
  Yes, like returning to hometown. Those in Canada, Australia and Sweden all return to India. 
 A: 冚唪唥出了 le 国个过年就会十合 sib hub 27 转-- 
  hambǝlang 28 cud le gued e go ngien jiu voi shib hab zon -- 
  All those who have left overseas would sure go back to -- 
 B: 十合到转印度。 
  shib hab dau zon rhin tu. 
  Surely return to India. 
 A: 到转印度去。 
  dau zon rhin tu hi. 
  Return to India. 
 I3: 即系讲若兜转去过年就见得到全世界个印度华侨。 
  jid he gong ngia deu zon hi go nen jiu gen ded dau qien sii gai e rhin tu fa kiau. 
  That means when you go back during CNY, you can meet the overseas Chinese from all over the world. 
 B: 欸。有兜朋友加拿大， 你今那可能坐飞机去加拿大见嘛？今毋使。转印度就见得到厥兜。 
  ei. rhiu deu pen rhiu ga na tai, ngi gin lai ko nen co fui gi hi ga na tai gien ma? gin m sii. zon rhin tu jiu gien ded 

dau gia deu. 
  Yes, (you) have friends in Canada, no need to fly there to meet. Just go back to India and [you] can see them. 

 
27 The word sib hub is unknown to the authors, from the context, it seems to mean ‘surely.’ 
28 Ham55bǝ24lang55 ‘all’ (冚唪唥) is used by Hakkas and Cantonese speakers; it has been described as the word hahp ‘all’ with an adjectival 

ending bālā from the spoken language in Northern China during the Yue dynasty (13th century) (Lo and Tam 1996: 58). 
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Meixian in the Distance 

Meixian is recognised as the origin of the ancestors; they remembered an old Calcutta-based Hakka father who, 
at the end of his life, had the wish to return to Meixian, or to at least have a cenotaph where the old clothes or 
hats of the deceased would be buried, and a grave tomb would be made in the hometown. According to the 
consultant, the symbolical “belongings” of his deceased father had been brought back to the hometown with a 
traditional ceremonial practice. 
 
(38) B: 厥爸爸爱死之前完日讲一句话，归家心事倦。 
  gia ba ba oi xi zii cien von ngid gong rhid gi fa, gui ga xim sii ken. 
  His father often said a phrase before he died, gui ga xim sii ken. 29 
 A: 欸，吾爸爸死时期话-- 但系佢毋系在梅县死，佢在印度死，吾兜人就把厥个仪啊 -- 
  e, nga ba ba xi sii zang va -- dan he gi m he hoi moi ien xi, gi hoi yin du xi, nga deu ngin jiu ba gia ge rhi a -- 
  When my father died, he wanted -- but he did not die in Meixian, he died in India, we brought his “rhi” 30 -- 
 B: 厥骨灰还系移转梅县？ 
  gia gud foi han he rhi zon moi rhen? 
  His ash was moved back to Meixian? 
 A: 毋系，毋系，行田[hang tien]。kali 请佢转梅县。 
  m he, m he, hang tien. kali qiang gi zon moi rhen. 
  No. Just “ceremony,” just “invite him” back to Meixian. 31 

Thus, this first generation migrant to India still missed their ancient homeland. The Indian-born son was still 
very insistent on his Hakka identity, which he associated with the speaking of the Hakka language, probably 
the most precious good brought from China to India. Like with many migrants, speaking the ‘original’ language 
is an issue. 
 
(39) 𠊎𠊎兜人个爸爸该兜恁老，正式梅县个出来，都带客家话出来，讲就全部讲客家嘛，在印度生仔也讲客家话，系

咩，所以𠊎𠊎兜人个客家话就最好个。 
 ngai deu ngin e ba ba gai deu an lau, ziin sid moi rhen e cud loi, du dai hag ga va cud loi, gong jiu quen bu gong hag ga ma, 

coi rhin tu sang zai rha gong hag ga va, he me, so rhi nga deu ngin e hag ga va jiu zui hau e. 
 Our father, those old people who really came from Meixian, they had brought along Hakka language with them, when they spoke, 

all in Hakka. When having their offsprings in India also speak Hakka, right, therefore our Hakka is the best. 

The people who were born in Vienna have little to do with this experience, most probably due to the lack of a 
tightly-knit Hakka community as that which had existed in Calcutta back then. For the Indian-born generation, 
Meixian is mostly a ‘mystical’ origin, with Calcutta being their reference point. It is only the old people in 
Vienna who can remember a generation that came from Meixian, and therefore may have some memory of tales 
from this distant place. These old people went to Chinese schools and lived with a traditional Hakka culture in 
India. The consultants from the middle-aged generation experienced schooling in public non-Chinese schools, 
being English-educated; these were the people who, for instance, self-identified as ‘Chinese from India,’ not 
‘Hakkas.’ It is mainly their ethnic professions and their cooperation inside a particular group (and sharing a 
specific language) which defines their Hakka identity. 

Conclusion 

 
29 [= thinking tiredly of going home] 
30 I.e., the symbolic things left by the deceased 
31 请 qing HK qiang for a god or deceased person means to invite him to come to a certain place. 
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This particular group of Hakkas had settled in India and identified with their new home country as one of 
many local ethnic groups. The multiethnic situation helped maintain a Hakka identity in spite of numerous 
influences from their new home, as group identity defined occupations and their overall social situation in 
society; the group was known for specific traits in Calcutta (tanning and leather), and developed a specific Indo-
Chinese cuisine. When they moved on to another country (Austria), they preserved their specific ‘Indian Hakka’ 
identity and continued their Indian lifestyle as a culturally and ethnically distinct subgroup of a larger society 
in Vienna through closed-group practices and an ethnically defined profession (Chinese gastronomy), which 
also helped preserve their language into the Austrian-born generation. 

Although the main motivation for Chinese migration is entrepreneurship, this could not be achieved by 
many; they are still content with their living conditions, due to social welfare and a feeling of security in their 
new home country. Calcutta is their anchor point in the world, not China. Nonetheless, only the older 
generation proudly identifies as Hakka; the middle-aged generation refers already to the larger identity 
‘Chinese,’ and the young people are Chinese-Austrians with family ties to India. In other words, each generation 
projects a different identity based on the historical background of their generation’s experiences, so that their 
various individual identities are divergent, and a common social identity for the group is mainly based on 
families and friendship. Life has changed tremendously over time, due to changes in economic opportunities, 
education, living conditions, and through the global scattering of the group, and has to open up to larger 
identities (Hakkas → Chinese → Austrians of Chinese ethnicity). 

The fact of relocating as a group is often called the ‘Hakka spirit,’ which seems to explain their migrant 
fate. However, it can also be seen as a convenient explanation for their experience as migrants and of practical 
necessities of that situation, which is to rely on the cooperation of friends for migration and prosperity. Similarly, 
the oft-mentioned ‘hardworking spirit’ of Hakkas relates to the wish of business-oriented people who need to 
start from scratch and want to succeed, especially among Chinese. Thus, the self-identification of the Hakkas 
as wanderers and as diligent actually describes factualities of their lives. The customs transmitted are basically 
family habits such as celebrating Chinese New Year and showing respect to forefathers. 

Otherwise, they do not seem to celebrate Hakka festivals such as bu tien con or the winter solstice festival. 
The only distinct trait is the preservation of their language due to their closed-group communication practices 
including their professional and family life. The younger people who have not experienced migration are not 
communicatively restricted to the group and need not cooperate closely in the group. Having only very little 
knowledge of Hakka-specific festivals and other customs, this younger generation is aware of their Hakkaness 
almost exclusively by the fact that they are speaking this particular language in the family and among friends. 
Nonetheless, they wish to transmit the language to their future children and to learn more about their Hakka 
background. 
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